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The meeting i'faS called to order at 10.55 a.m.

QUESTION OF NAl1IBIA (A/37/203/nev.l and Add.1-3; A/AC.109/699~ A/AC.109/L.1450)

(continued)

~~. OL~ij)ROV (Union of Soviet. Socialistnepublics) (interpretation
t' ". ! \ .' ' : I. :,' ~.' :, "

from Russian): The liberation of southern Africa is the k~y p~ublem in the final

elimination of colonialism from this world. In the forefront nQior is the

eranting of independence to Namibia, which is illegally occupied by South Africa.

As 1TUS stated in the message of congra+.ulatior dated 25 Hay 1982 to the States

and peoples of Africa in connexion vTith Africa Liberation Day, from the t1eneral

Secretary of the Central Cmmnittee of the COThlunist Party of the Soviet Union,

and Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, Ilr. Brezhnev,

the imperialists are openly using the South African regime as a pro~r

to carry out armed attacks and subversive activities a~ajnst

sovereign States in southern Africa~ they are flouting the decisions of the

United Nations on the granting of independence to Hamibia and making

attempts to preserve that country as a bastion of racism and

oppression.

The Soviet Union advocates a rapid implementation of the inalienable

right of the Namibian people to self-determination and independence on the

basis of preserving the unity and territorial integrity of Namibia, including

Halvis Bay and the offshore islands. He advocate an immediate and complete

ifithdrawal from Namibia of South African troops and administration and the

transfer of all powers to the 1)eople of Namibia through the South Hest Africa

~eopleis Organization (ffi?APO) ,recognized by the United Nations and the Organization

of African Unity (OAU) as the sole legitimate representative of the Namibian

people.

The situation in southern Africa remains tense. The South Jlfrican

racists are not only persisting in their attempts to preserve their domination

over Namibia, but are also expandin~ their acts of a~gression afainst

independent African States. In its policy a~ainst the people of

Namibia and the neighbouring independent African countries the racist regime

of Pretoria relies on the understanding, synF'athy and direct sU,?1"ort

of the United States of America and a number of other members of the

Earth Atlantic Treaty Orr;anization (rATO).
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Hith the help of its Uestern friends ~ !"rimarily the United States.)

South Africa is continuing its dilatory :;:olic" on the granting of independence

to Namibia and is undermining the basis for the political settlement set

forth in lTell-kno~m decisions of the United Hations 10Thich envisaged recognition

of SlJAPO as the sole~ legitimate repreGentative of the ~eople of Namibia and

the granting to it of full United Nations support in its struggle for the

independence of its country.
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(Mr. Oleandrov, USSR) 

Despite the fact that Western propaganda has recently teen trying to paint 

a very rosy picture of events in Namibia and to create an atmosphere of joyful 

optimism in respect of the prospects for a Namibian settlement, affirming 

that such a settlement is just a matter of weeks away, the facts suggest 

something different. 

Manoeuvring in these negotiations on the implementation of Security 

Council resolution U35 (1970), which provides concrete steps for the accession 

of Namibia to independence, South Africa, with the support of Western Powers, 

is not showing any willingness for a swift, mutually acceptable solution to 

the problem; instead it is creating ever more obstacles to the attainment 

of a settlement. Those are the facts. 

As was noted recently in the Christian Science Monitor of 12 August 1982, 

South Africa's policy in the talks on a Namibian settlement is to talk about 

peace and at the same time wave its big stick. Is it a coincidence that at 

a time when Western propaganda is talking loudly about this delicate stage 

in the negotiations on the Namibian problem South Africa is once again 

unleashing these large-scale attacks against SWAPO and raiding even 

deeper into the territory of independent Angola, one of the 

direct participants in the talks? Even Western press organs recognize that 

the aggressive actions of South Africa in southern Angola add another 

question-mark to the whole process of seeking a settlement and the intentions 

of the South African regime in seeking a svift solution to the Namibian 

problem. 

It has become perfectly clear that Pretoria is continuing its undeclared 

war against the people of Namibia and the neighbouring sovereign States, usinG 

the same approaches, tactics and methods pratised by Israel in 

its permanent war of aggression against the Arab people of Palestine and the 

neighbouring Arab States. The common methods used in the actions of South 

Africa and Israel are quite clear and understandable. It is because they 

both have this aggressiveness of aspirations; they have the same ideological 

basis; and, what is also very important, they have the same defenders - the 

imperialist circles of the United States of America. 
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(Mr. Oleandrov, USSR) 

It is pure illusion to suggest that Washington cannot restrain South 

Africa from continuing its aggressive raids into Angola during a period 

when talks on a ITamibian settlement are under way. That repulsive spectacle 

is still being played out in southern Africa. It is the same as in the 

Middle East, where Israel's barbarous actions in Beirut were halted onlir 

after the aggressor had decided that it had attained its objectives. 

Just as recently in the Security Council the United States defended 

the Israeli aggressors and vetoed a draft resolution condemning Israel's actions 

in Beirut, calling for the withdrawal of its troops and the halting of 

weapon supplies to Tel Aviv, last year Uashington took under its protection 

the South African racists and vetoed a draft resolution ccndemning South Africa's 

military aggression against the People's Republic of Angola and calling for 

the immediate and unconditional withdrawal of South Africa's troops from 

the territory of Angola. That is a very instructive analogy. 

In the light of those events we can see very clearly how correct 

the United Rations is in describing the current South African regime and 

its policy as a direct threat to peace. Action should be taken to prevent 

this under Chapter VII of the United Rations Charter by the imposition 

of mandatory, comprehensive and effective sanctions against South Africa. 

The time for them has long since arrived. The racist Pretoria regime is not 

only the bastion of colonialism in southern Africa but also the source of 

a growing danger to peace on the continent of Africa. South Africa's 

aggressiveness is based, on the comprehensive financial, economic, military, 

political and diplomatic support that it receives from the United States 

of America and some other members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO). 

The reason for this alliance of the racists with the most reactionary 

circles of the Uest and the most powerful transnational corporations is 

well known. It is the interlinking of the economic, political and strategic 

interests of both parties and the aspiration to continue the harsh 

exploitation of the African peoples and the natural resources of African 

countries, including Namibia. 
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(!:f.!'..:._Oleandrov. USSR)

It is notevrorthy that, along wit~1 the talks about a settlement in Namibia,

South Africa is continuing in the country uhich it is occupying to build un

its troops to strengthen the so-called local puppetlike territorial forces·

it is increasingly militarizing Namibia with nevr resources by creating more

long-term military facilities. During the six years that have elapsed since

the Security Council adopted resolution 385 (1976), the number of South

African troops in Namibia, despite attempts to settle the problem in the

spirit of resolution 435 (1978), has increased more than fivefold, in 1981

there "rere estimated to be more than 100,000 troops, and, taking account

of the so-called territorial forces, they number over 180,000. According

to the militaIJr balance for 1981-1982, the over-all total of South Africa's

standing army vas 92,000 and the mobilized reserve for "rartime 400,000.

It is quite clear from this that it is in Namibia where South Africa is

carrying out its greatest military activities, designed to preserve the

colonial, racist system of oppression throughout southern Africa.

These days in the West one can hear increasingly frequent statements

to the effect that significant progress is being made on this question of a

Namibian settlement and that the people of Namibia and other African States

have to support and work along uith the initiative and gooduill of the Hestern

Pouers, i'rhich, supposedly, can -persuade South Africa to grant Namibia its

independence. How"ever, recent statements in Pretoria, as uell as in Hasmngton,

leave no doubt whatever that neither South Africa nor the United States

is reall;T concerned about the question of Namibia I s independence: they are

interested primarily in the ~uestion of Cuban troops in Angola, 1rhich

are there in accordance with the agreements reached betvreen Angola and Cuba

in the face 01 the constant South African attacks against Angola and the

South African racists' constant threat of expanded aggression against it.
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(fir. Oleandrov, USSR)

South Africa and those that artificially strive to link the Nmaibian

problem to the Cuban presence in Angola are in fact simply tryinG to

sabotage the granting of independence to Namibia. They i'!ant to blocle this

process and stop it. They are trying to review and chanGe the basis for the

political settlement in Namibia which was determined by United Nations decisions,

and they are trying to keep the United Nations on the sidelines, out of any

settlement.

The United Nations bears responsibility for the fate of Nffiuibia and for

its attaining independence. The decisions of the United lJations, not any

other decisions, set forth the ways and means of ensuring Namibia's transition

to independence and the role of SUAPO as the sole, legitirrate representative of

the people of Namibia. This international position of SHAPO, supported by

the United Nations 5 cannot be d.iminished by any political intriGues. 'llhe

United Nations has not given a mandate to anybody to replace it or to assume

its responsibility for a political settlement of the problem of IJaraibia.

As for the so-called responsibility of South Africa for Namibia, it

was brought to an end by a United Nations decision 15 years ago,and since

then the only obligation South Africa has had in relation to Namibia has

been to get out of there unconditionally and to put a stop to its illegal

occupation of the country.

All African countries and States Hembers of the United Nations

truly interested in the swift granting of full independence to Namibia must

be duly vigilant in respect of the invidious attempts to replace the question

of independence for the country and the relevant United Nations decisions

vrith political manoeuvres and imperialist conditions designed to lTealeen the

national liberation movements in southern Africa and to postpone and derail

the process of a Namibian settlement, despite United Nations decisions on the

decolonization of Namibia.

The United Hations must say its piece in respect of the responsibility of

South Africa and those that support it in delaying the decolonization of

Namibia. The United Nations must strongly condemn the 1-Tar beinc waGed by South

Africa against the people of Namibia, as well as the new threats to

Angola from the racist regime of Pretoria.
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(r1r. Oleandrov, USSR)

As for the Soviet Union, in accordance with the decisions of the United

Nations, including the resolution adopted at the thirty-sixth session of the

General Assembly, it has provided and will provide the necessary support for

the just struggle of the people of Namibia, headed by SWAPO, that is being waged

for its liberation. Our country maintains and reaffirms its support for United

Nations General Assembly resolution 36/121 A, which firmly rejects the manoeuvres

of certain members of the Western contact group aimed at undermining Security

Council resolution 435 (1978) and depriving the oppressed Namibian people of

their hard-wen victories in the difficult struggle for national liberation.

It is clear that the manoeuvres of the United States and of a number of

other countries members of NATO are designed, under various pretexts, to postpone

a solution of the question in order to undermine the basis for a political

settlement as set forth in decisions of the United Nations - primarily of the

Security Council - to legalize the puppet-like groupings in Namibia, to prevent

SWAPO from participating in decisions on the future of the country and to settle

the problem on a neocolonialist basis, outside the framework of the United

Nations.

The Soviet Union believes that all questions relating to a Namioian

settlement must be under the constant and effective supervision of the Security

Council of the United Nations. The Soviet Union fully agrees with the General

Assembly that South Africa's disregard for the United Nations, its illegal

occupation of the Territory of Namibia, its repressive war against the Namibian

people, its constant acts of aggression against independent African States, its

policy of apartheid and its attempts to develop nuclear weapons are a serious

threat to international peace and security.

The Soviet delegation supports the appeal issued at the thirty-sixth session

of the Genera] Assembly to the international community urgently to provide

support and assistance to the front-line States so that they can defend their

sovereignty and territorial integrity against the constant acts of aggression

by South Africa.
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(Hr. Oleandrov, USSR)

In accordance with the peace pro~ramme for the 1980s adopted at the

twenty-sixth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the Soviet

Union will continue consistently to pursue its policy of stren~thening our

ties with the national liberation Bovement and supporting the cause of the

full and conplete liberation of oppressed peoples.

Mr. ALVAREZ SANCHEZ (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish): In spite of

the noteworthy successes of the anti-colonial struggle in the African continent

the illegal occupation of Namibia by the South African racists requires that

We should continue our efforts to eradicate colonialism from this part of

the world and thereby contribute to eliminating a situation which constantly

threatens international peace and security.

Because of the intransigence of the Pretoria racists and their Uestern

allies, particularly the United States, the Namibian people has been prevented

from exercising its right to self-·determination and independence based on

unity and territorial intee;rity, in accordance with resolution 1514 (XV).

l1oreover, not only do the llestern monopolies plunder Namibia's natural resources,

an issue to which we referred durin~ the discussion of forei~n econoMic

and other interests which are impeding the implementation of that resolution,

but the racists i~pose on the Namibian people the same discriminatory laws

of racial segregation which they enforce in their territory against the

indigenous population.

As a result of the stepped-up stru~r,le of the people of Namibia, under

the leadership of its sole, legitimate representative, the South Best Africa

People's Organization (SrTAPO), the South African racists are enacting laws

and enforcing new security measures which, through repression, terror and

torture, attempt to diminish the firm support given by the population to the

Namibian fighters. At the same time? acts of aggression against Angola are

increasing and vast areas of its territory in Cunene Province are being

occupied, with massacres of the civilian population and attacks on defenceless

refugee camps.
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(rir. Alvarez ~inchez, Cuba)

There is no doubt as to the intent to extend this illegal cccupo.tion,

~'Thich 1!ould lead to danger and increase conflict in the rerdon. He remind

the Pretoria racists, who in the past used to l1ander about Africa uar:ing

colonial Hars, of the clearcut defeat suffered in 1976, when Angolan and

Cuban fighters made them bite the dust of defeat. In this connexion,

it is ilorth recalling the follol1ing statement by Commandant Fidel Castro:

'ilf the South African fascists, racists and mercenaries launch

a large-scale attack against the Republic of Angola, ne shall fight

them seriously, 'tdth all our energy and 'tfith all means at our disnosal."

Of course, the genocidal leaders of Pretoria could not carry out that

policy and ignore United Nations resolutions if they did not have the support

of Hestern countries, particularly the United States, which by its vetoes

persistently impedes the implementation of relevant Security Council

resolutions in disregard of the people of Namibia and world consensus.

According to its representatives, the present North American

Administration is trying to eliminate South Africa's negative image in

the world by rewarding its armed attacks and by increasing military support

for, and resuming the supply of enriched nuclear fuel to, that country.

However, the hypocritical image of supnosed neutrality 'tThich it is

attempting to !!sell IZ cannot cover up its true desire to maintain its

stratecic interests in the region.

In the last few weeks we have seen hew in the diplorratic field the

United/States Administration has tried to have one believe that a new

negotiated solution is near and hmT some of the Vestern press have made an

echo bf this fabricated optimism. All this is going on uhile a Hide range

of subjects remain unresolved and the racists continue to prepare an

internal settlement with the purpose of installing their nuppets of the

so-called Democratic Turnhalle Alliance (DTA).

Moreover, and as if it were possible to link both things, the

Pretoria regime and its North American allies seek to tie Namibia's

independence to the ,rithdrawal of Cuban forces from Angola - forces sent

there at the request of the Government for the express purpose of helping

it defend its territorial integrity, independence and sovereignty which

"ere threatened precisely by the racist South African forces.
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Recently, President Castro reiterated our position that the Cuban forces

would not be uithdrawn from Angola until all South African threats of

invasion cease, until the South African troops are withdraHn frcm Namibia

to the other side of the Orange River and all assistance to the puppet

organizations in Namibia ceases.

On 26 July the President of Cuba reaffirmed that:

"We must seek a reasonable and just sOlution. Our country has

a constructive position and would not obstruct any reasonable and

just solution; but it must be based on the declarations of the

Angolan and Cuban Governments of 4 February of this year."

It is necessary to proceed with the agreements reached at the emergency

special session of the General Assembly and adopt measures to isolate

South Africa politically, economically, militarily and culturally to mwce

the racists comply uith the resolutions of the United Nations. In this

connexion, the sanctions envisaged in Chapter VII of the Charter should be

applied without further delay.

As has recently been stated by the front-line countries) any agreement

on Namibia must be in strict compliance with Security Council resolution 435

(1978) .

Cuba welcomes the constructive position of SVJAPO, nhich throughout the

liberation struggle and in political negotiations has followed the unshakable

course towards genuine independence for its country and has demonstrated

that it is the sole, legitimate representative of the Namibian people.

The CHAIill1AN: The Committee has thus concluded the general debate

on this item. It will continue consideration of this item at its next

meeting "Tith a vie1' to taking action on the draft proposal contained in

document A/AC.I09/L.1450.
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QUESTIOH OF THE FALKLAlTD ISL1\HDS (IffiLVINAS) (A/AC.I091712) (continued)

T'ne CHAIRl'lAB: I w'ish to inform members that I have received requests

from the delegations of Argentina, Ecuador, Panama and Uruguay to participate

in the Committee;s consideration of this item. If I hear no objection, I shall

take it that the Committee accedes to those requests.

It lTas so decided.-----------

Ihe CHAITIfillU~: I wish to welcome among us this Eorning

Hr. John E. Cheek and I,Jr. Anthony T. B:!..ake, Councillors of the Legislative

Council of the Territory.

I invite fIr. Cheek to aclctress the Committee.

I call on the representative of Venezuela on a point of order.

Mr. _SOREI-rSEN r.10SQl.JERA (Venezuela)(interpretation from Spanish): I

apologize for interrupting you, Pr. Chairman~ but my deleGation would like to

make a statement about the consideration of the communication from the

so~calJ.ed Legislative Council of the Malvinas in 'Which it is requested that

Er. Cheek and Hr. Blake be heard on the issue of the Halvinas.

Ily deleGation is avTare of the Special Committee i s pOlTer to c;rant hearings

when it oeems that appropriate, and in the pe.st it has decided in exceptional

efl,ses - I enphasize ;;exceptiona171
,. in plenary meetings on requests for hearings.

However,. in spite of the limited time available to us to conclude our 'Work,

We feel that an exception is not justified in this case to avoid the procedure

established by the Special Committee> ;·md re[;ulo.rly follm,'-ec~_ l'y it for t.l:e

normal examination of requests for hearings.

This is the first time that these gentlemen have requested a hearing.

I request that we follow the procedure agreed on by the Special Committee 

:'Procedure for consideration of requests for oral hearing and written

petitions". (A/AC.I09/SC.l/L.l), 'Which states that:
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r:All petitions) either for 01'0.1 hearinl.\s or othervTise, should be

examined by the Sub··Committee on Pel;iti ons in the first instance. After

such examination the Sub-Committee will submit its report to the Special

Committee, which will have the final authority to take decisions. i:

(~jAC.I09/SC.l/L.l, p. 2)

I am sure that the Sub-Committee on Petitions would be able to meet this

afternoon to consider that request, since there is no Meeting scheduled for

the Special Committee; then tomorrow it would be able to cOlTImunicate its

decision to us, and we could proceed accordingly. Otherwise, we would be

taking up the Special Committep's time trying to determine whethpr the request

is appropriate and correct.

Hr. KALINA (Czechoslovalda)(interpretation froI:1 Russian): Like the

Chairman of the Sub-Committee on Information and Petitions, I consider that the

request made by the representative of Venezuela should be satisfied. He

referred to a document which sets out our procedurp for considering

petitions. I too should like to remind members of the Committee that the

procedure provides that:

(spoke in En~lish)

-'All petitions, either for oral hee,rinGs or othervTise, should be

examined by the Sub-Committee on Petitions in the first instance. After

such examination the Sub-Committee will submit its report to the Special

Committee, which Hill have the final authority to take decisions.;' (ibid.)

(Eontinued in Russian)

In this connexion, I should like to recall that the Special COI:lmittee adopted

that consensus following its examination, at its 11th and 12th meetings on

13 March 1962) of the question of procedure for consideration of requests for

oral hearing and written petitions.
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Hr~_ ALVAREZ SAHCHEZ_ (CllhA.)(jnt,t::l'pl:dation from Spanish): The Cuban

delegation feels that the proposal made by the representative of Venezuela

is to the point, particularly considering that this is the first time that

a petitioner from the Territory in ~ul~stion is appearing before our

Committee. As that is the case, my delegation, for its part, would like to

have further information about the petitioners and their activities.

Mr. CHAJI (Australia): I should like to bring something to the

attention of the Chairman; perhaps the Secretariat can advise us. The

two Councillors are not here as petitioners. It might be pertinent to this

exercise if the Secretariat staff were to read the text of General Assembly

resolution 1466 (XIV).

The CHAIRr1.AN: I am not going to ask members of the Secretariat to

read General Assembly resolution 1466 (XIV), although I shall refer to it.

I would point out that these two gentlemen are not here as petitioners; they

are here as representatives of the people of the Territory which we are about

to consider. Therefore, the question of referring any requests to the

Sub-Committee on Petitions, Information and Assistance does not arise.

That is the practice, has been the practice, and, I hope, will continue

to be the practice in this Committee.

~tr. ALVAREZ SAIfCHEZ (Cuba)(interpretation from Spanish): My delegatior

has always been in favour of our Committee's hearing anyone who wishes to

appear before it. In the particular case before us, and even though Mr. Cheek

and Vir. Blake are not considered to be petitioners, my delegation llOUld like

clearly to express its reservations about having those gentlemen appear before

the Committee. We do not believe that we have the information necessary to

permit such a hearing.

The CHAI~~T: The reservations expressed by the representative of

Cuba will be recorded.
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Hr:. DEIUCH_~¥_ (Dulr;aria)· !1v dele.<T8tion too 1:,ould lil:e to ~Jut on

record its reservations about the decision to hear t 11e t1!0 r:entlemen from the

?1alvinas Islands in this Committee llithout hear lng them in the Suh··Committee

on Petitions, Information and Assistance, as is the usual nrccedure of the

Committee.

The CHAIRIWT: The reservations expressed by the representative

of Bulgaria will be recorded.

Mr. SORENSEN IvIOSO,UERA (Veuezuela) (interpretation from Spanish):

I listened closely to the explanation provided on the issue of ~etitioners)

but in the aide-memoire before the Committee it does say, if my reading of the

English is correct, that the gentlemen formally reouest a hearing on the

subject under consideration. It may be that the resoluticn cited here

refers specifically to petitioners, b\~ obviously procedure implies

requests for a hearing - requests to be heard in this Committee.

Franluy, I neither understand the explanations given here by the

representative of Australia and others, nor consider them applicable.

I should like to state firmly my delegation's reservations about hearing

these gentlemen, as they have requested in paragraph 2 of their communication,

because, on the one hand, that communication is incomplete, and on the other

hand, they are requesting a hearing by the full Committee, vhich already

has procedures for hearing representatives or petitioners - to draw the

distinction so kindly pointed out by several representatives.

With regard to this particular Territory, the Venezuelan delegation

has substantive reservations concerning the representivity of Messrs. Cheek

and Blake, who wish to appear before this Committee.

I therefore reiterate our strong reservations about and firm opposition

to hearing them without follmTing the established procedures.

The CHAIRMAN: The reservations expressed by the representative

of Venezuela will be reflected in the records of this meeting.
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Mr. I(ALINA (Czechoslovakia)(interpretation from Russian): My

delegation would like to express its reservations regarding the procedure

which has just been adopted.

The CHAIIDUUI: The reservations expressed by the representative of

Czechoslovakia will be reflected in the records of the meeting.

Mr. POPAL (Afghanistan): My delegation too would like to express

its reservations in this connexion.

The CHAIru\~lf: The reservations expressed by the representative of

Afghanistan will be reflected in the records of the meeting.

Mr. BEREZOVSKX (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) (interpretation

from Russian): The Soviet delegation would like to join those delegations

which have expressed their reservations. We share the reservations stated

here by many members of the Con~ittee regarding this proposed departure from

the established practice of the Special Con~ittee on decolonization. 1~e would

draw attention to the fact that the communications received refer to a request

that two persons be heard by the Committee in connexion with the question of

the Falkland Islands (Malvinas).

Therefore, and in light of the fact that this question is being considered

and has been considered by the Committee for many years, those persons should
i

naturally abide by the procedure which'has been established in this Committee.
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The CHAIlli'ffiN: The reservations expressed by the Soviet Union will

be fully recorded in the minutes of the meeting.

I should like to say at this point that at our 1215th meeting, on 5 August>

we heard I'ir. Phillip Huller, a representa.tive of the local Government of the

Harshall Islands. No one in the Committee raised any objection, so that to

suggest nOll that we are making I:t ne'-T ruline creBtinr precedents is. I would

sUGgest not in keeping with the facts.

I now call on ~tr. Cheek.

I'Jr. CHEEK: Hr. Chairman, I should like to thank you for accepting

the request from I1r. Blake and myself to address your Committee. He have come

as representatives of the FaDdand Island Councillors: we are both elected

members of the Legislative Council. r,~ main responsibilities are for

edUCGl,tion .Thile my colleague _ l'ir. Flake has been closely involved 1Tith our

Goverp~lentls finances.

He understand that this Committee has a proud record of championing the

right to self-determination of :people all around the \vorld. Indeed, a number

of countries represented here today have atta.ined their independence in recent

years through their exercise of that rir,ht. ~lany countries have moved

through various stages of constitutional development, under the auspices of

different administering Powers, towards independent status, but there are

still a number of Territories which have chosen, by their ovm free will, to

remain as dependent Territories.

He in the Falklands are not a mll'llerOUS or economically powerful people,

but ,-re like to thinl~ .le have established a fair-minded democratic society.

Our roots go back to the early nineteenth century. In fact my

great-great-grandfather arrived in the Falklands in the 1850s, 1Thile my

\Tife is family goes back further to IG41. He lead, the last fevT months apart,

a peaceful and rather self-contained existence. Our economy is based on

sheep and on the export of 'l-Tool. He have had our own democratic institutions

since the middle of the last century, and these have been developed over the

years in co-operation with the United Iungdon. \le know we can continue this

development in the direction and at the pace we ourselves wish. I understand

that this is in accordance with Article 73 of the United Nations Charter.
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He are a threat to no one. He onl;}r ask for the chance to live our mm

lives, unmolested and in the lray lve choose. He have our economic difficulties

from time to time like everyone else these days; lTe have our share of local

problems, though we are quite proud of the fact that He have a very frienc1ly

and lau··abidinG; countr~r. In early April of this year He had only tlTO police

officers for the uhole of the Falkland Islands. Our children, "Thei1. not at

school, could go out and play from da",m to dusk uith no rt:ason for their parents

to Horry about their safety. It is basically a healthy, outdoor life and one

1Te have cherished deeply.

In A:pril of this ye8T ve Here invaded: out of the blue, by a heavily armed

military force of some la,ooe men. He "Tere told He l'lere colonial remnants,

that lTe had no right to determine our mm future and that w'e must come to

terms Hith the idea that all decisions about our living llould be taken by Are;entine

military commanders. These ideas seemed to us then and seem to uSlnow

preposterous and offensive. The only colonialism of ''lhich ,re are mTare is

that "Thich the Ar[:;entines sought to impose on us - to subjugate us by force>

to tell us ho,r we should act, to accept their culture, their lan"uage and

their national traditions.

At this point I should like to introduce my colleague, Hr. Blake.

The CHAIRHAN: I call on IIr. Blake.

I1r. DLAKE: The .Argent ines often told us they had come to protect

our interests anc. ri~hts. but h01T do ue relate that to the behaviour ue smT

in the time that they occupied the Fal1i:lands?

Our denocratically elected representatives lTere totally ignored. Our right

to free speech Has subject to restrictions uhich if broI;:en lmuld have resulted

in 10nGo·term prison sentences _ One of our Falkland-born councillors was even

deported for having exercised his riGht of free speech in 1976, llhen he Has

reported to have said things disliked by the Argentines.

Dnposed upon us were restrictions of movement and coymfiw1ication 'Thich prevented

us from Goin['; about our daily lJorl;: and prevented the fanning community from

carryins out good husbandry fractices required~o maintain our flocks. The lack of

such practices can only result in reduced income for the farming community and

tbe islands l economy for some years to come.
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11e saw people beaten and tied up for long periods for listening to

English-speaking broadcasting stations. People were shot at and run dOlfn by

helicopters in the course of providing meat and other food for those islanders

unable to be supplied by any other means.

He saw the internment of individuals - some parted from their families

for no clear reason; also the imprisonment in small buildings of entire

populations of our farming settlements uithout reason other than to allovl the

unobstructed smashing, soiling and looting of the inhabitants' houses and property.

vk witnessed the shooting of some of our prime breeding animals that were

just left to rot; the indiscriminate mining of farm land with mines which are

now killing and maiming our livestock at an alarming rate, some farms having

lost more than half their livestock.

He have found booby traps 'Vlhich have been set only to kill and maim

islanders and their children, booby traps in foocl supplies and in clothine;,

furniture and vehicles that would only be used by the civilian population.

Booby traps were also set in and under school classrooms.

The cows which supplied milk for our people and children in Port Stanley

have been decimated by mines laid in the fields where they graze. Thousands

upon thousands of anti-personnel mines have been indiscriminately set without

record in all the recreational areas around Port Stanley, making the people there

virtual prisoners in their Olm homes.

After all this 'Te nml hear that the Argentines ,Tant to negotiate again, but

only on the basis that they should have sovereignty over us. He knoll that

vhatever we think, whatever 'Vle say, they regard as irrelevant and that Ive are to

them an unfortunate complication in their expansionist policies. Can anyone

blame our people for asking us to come here and ask this Committee to uphold our

riGht of self-determination, the right to choose betVTeen the freedom, peace and

tranquility we have enjoyed and cherished and the experiences of Argentine

expansionist domination and aggression?

l:tr colleague, ttr. ~neek, will conclude our presentation.
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Hr. CHEEX: He have sat down with these peoDle, the Argentines, and

tall~eQ before. I was here myself in February at negotiations with the

Argentine::> as part of the Britisll delegation. He talked in good faith with the

Argentines, putting before them our .Tish to determine our o.m future and at the

same time trying to understand what they had to say. The atmosphere 1TaS

reasonable enough. The head of their delegation agreed to the joint communique

saying the tallm had been IIcordial and constructive".

And then within a month we faced an armed invasion.
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Our traditions ana culture are not Argentin0.; they are our own, having

evolved from those of Britain. We Islanders co~e mainly of British stock,

though we hnve r~presentatives of other nations in our midst who have been

both w'elcomed and accepted. He believE- in tolerance, justice and democracy.

All we know of Argentina suggests the opposite. Surely 1Te have the right to

say how we want to live. The British offer us the protection that enables us

to realize our mm dream. For us they are not a colonial POvTer, an imperialistic

Power: they are our friends and we are more than c;rateful to them for protecting

our rights, R.t such sacrifice to themselves, as they ha.ve done in the past months.

He feel sure that Britain will help us along the road to independencE'? if tha.t

is 1-Tha,t we wish. Could WE sa.y the same of Argentina if we were to become a

colony of that country - for that is surely whR.t we vTould be? He think not.

TIe hopE' this ComInittee will put all its 'l-Teight behind our desire to

makp our own decisions about the future. In the past we have been able to

d!C'velop our institutions and our way of life in the way we chose. It seems to

us tha.t only in association with the United Kingdom can lTe continue this ,my.

He therpfore a.ppeal to members of this Committee to use their influence against

those who would suggest, for one mis[';uided reason or another, tha.t Hf.?' have no

right to determine how we should live.

Fe in the Islands believe passionately in the United Na.tions ideal of the

right to self-determination. v!e look to you all to support us in this

belief.

The CHAIRiffiN: I nOlT call on the representative of the United Kingdom,

the adnlinistering Power concerned.

Hr. IlHYTE (United Kingdom): I.Jy Governnent I s co-operation Hith the

COIillIlittee of 24 rests, as members well know, on our shared recognition of the

principle of self-determination. In the process of decolonization which

successive British Governments have pursued throughout the lifetime of the

Unlted Nations, ITe have held fast to that principle. About a third of the

States nOlT Hembers of the United Nations, States with a popula.tion today of

some 1.4 billion people, have emerged over that period from being British

df'pendent Territories. Those countries knOlT at first hand hOI1 fundamECntal is
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the idea of self-determination to the establishment of viable nation States and

to the existence~ indeed, of our international system; nor can self-determination

be denied when we come to the specific question of the Falluand Islands, which

we are now a.ddressing.

tiy Government has on many occasions this year r~iterated its conviction

that the principle of self-determination cannot here be held fPirrelevant i
; or

i!inapplicable". The Falluand Islanders are a. people. They are a permanent

population with roots in the Isl~nds extending back to the early part of th~

nineteenth century, as ller2bers have just heard in one particular example from

the family history of Councillor Cheek. They have no other home than the

Falkland Islands and th~y have continuously expressed their wishes regarding

their political status in free and fair elections, most recently in October 1981.

But the wishes and aspirations of the Falkland Islanders have today been given

particularly powerful expression by the two councillors whom members have heard

and who are best qualified to do justice. They have given this Committee much

more eloquent testimony than I can of their right to have their views heard and

their a.spirations respected.

The Islanders are ()f course a small community, but the United Nations has

never maintained that there is a minimum figure for a popula.tion to que.lify for

the right to self-determination. This Committee has consistently upheld the

right to self-determination of Territories such a.s Saint Helena, another

South Atlantic islan~with a population of about 4,000 people; Tokelau, a

Pacific island, with a population of about 1,500; the Cocos-Keeling Islands,

lThich havE' some 569 inhabitants, and indeed of Pitcairn Island ~ which et the

last careful count had a population of 61 people. The United Kingdom does not

accept the idea that the right of self-determination, as enshrined in the Charter

and in the Interna.tional Covenants on Human Rights, should be subj ect to 8. special

exception in the particular ca.se of the Falkland Islands. Indeed, it appears to

us that there is only one obstacle to the Falkland Islanders' right to

self-determination: namely, Argentina's continuing quest to put its historical

claim before its Charter Obligations to recognize the rights, wishes and

aspirations of the inhabitants.

I do not propose now to go into the details of the dispute that we have

over sovereignty. These are fully documented in the records of the General Assemb~'

and the Security Council of the United Na.tions. But I should lik(=' briefly to
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reiterate that there has never been any doubt On -rh':" part of the British

Government about our sovereignty. I should like also to re-emphasize that

ArGentina has at no time exercised effective control over the Islands. There

Iras a French settlement in the Falklands for about thr~e years in the eighteenth

cEntury. Spain administered the Islands for some 41 years ~ at most, betw"E"n

the eighteenth snd ninetp.enth centuries. The Government of Buenos Aires

maintain€'d wha.t it described as H ;'colony'i for al:out six years in the 1820s.

But none of those pf'riods saw the esta.blishment of a settled community with Cl

distinct identity and way of lifE". It was only the population arriving in the

Falkland Islands from the 1830s onwards which, generat.ion after g:?nE'ra,tion,

settled the Is19nds and maintainFd v. via-blp' and lasting pastoral econcmy.

These Islanders, these inhabitants must he the first priority for a Committee

whose concern is self-determination, and their rights are the first priority of

my Government. I quote the first part of ArticlE'" 73 of the Chartf:r, to which

ref",rence has already been made:

HNembE"rs of thE" United Nations vhich have or 8ssu:;ae responsibilities

for the e.drninistration of territories l,rhose neoples bave not Yet attained a

full measure of sE"lf-government recognize the principle that the interests

of the inhabit.ants of these territ.ories arE" paramount;!.

liOVT can Argentina claim that it has any sprious concern for the interests of

the inhabitants of the Falklands, after subjecting then to the treatment

d€scribed in the statem~nt.s made by Hr. Cheek and iTr. Blake? He must conclude

that thF' intf'rests of the inhabita,nts of the Territory are fr:.r less important

to the GOVE;rnment of Argentina thEn its o"m nations,list ambitions based not on

valid cfl,lms but on old mythology. Uhat sort of a l<TOrld Imuld this bp if every

nR,tion "rith an historicfl,l grudge lrere to seek to reverse, by force of arms,

events Irhich have taken place 150 years before? Surely no intE"rnational border

would be sacrosanct.

I1y Government does not. rE'lvrite history. He base ourselves on firm principle.

As the administering Pm.,rer for the Falluand Islands lre have consistently acted

in accordance with Article 73 of the United Nations Charter - as members lrno1'T 

accepting the obligatio~ to promote the Irell-being of the inhabitants of the

Territory and transmitting regulerly to the Secretnry-GE"neral the information

required. Members of this Committee above all should knm,r ArticlE' 73 of t:1e
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Charter by heart - and maybe they do, but let me none the less quote another

short pp,ssage, Article 73 (b), of that Article which enjoins us

Uto develop self-government, to take due account of the political

aspirations of the peoples, and to assist them in the progressive

development of their free political institutions, acccrdin~ to the

particular circumstances of each territory and its peoples and their

varying stages' of advancement ll
•

I ask members here whether it is the United Kingdom or the Argentine Government

which has acted in the spirit of Article 73. There can be only one serious and

honest answer to that question.
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1k have gone to great lengths to protect the rights of the Falkland

Islanders. No one regrets more than we do the tragic events of this year.

As a consequence of Argentinais unprovoked aGgression many lives uere lost.

But it is no good trying to pretend now that that invasion did not take place.

Argentina did invade the Falkland Islands, in direct defiance of a call for

restraint by the United Nations Security Council. Terrible events did follow,

and the presentation by the Island Councillors shows that the consequences

will be \Tith us for a long time.

It is inconceivable that we should now return to the negotiating table

with l~gentina which they so savagely overturned earlier this year, While

the Territory is littered - as ,"e have just heard - with mines, indiscriminately

laid, unmarked, a mortal danser to any innocent passer-by. Argentina bears

a heavy responsibility before history for its actions. Argentina should now

learn to respect basic Charter principles touching on the peaceful settlement

of disputes and the right to self-determination. IJean'Thile, in this Corr~ittee

ny Government continues to insist that the Islanders must have a say in their

future, that Argentina must realize their right to self-determination, must

agree to a total cessation of hostilities in the South Atlantic, and must

renounce the use of force designed to subject the Islanders to unwanted

colonial domination by an alien Government in Buenos Aires.

I'lr. SOREITSEH NOSQUERA (Venezuela)(interpretation from Spanish): I

should like to begin my statement on the question before us by reiterating

once again an expression of the ~lllest solidarity of the people and

Government of Venezuela with the very just claims of our sister Republic of

Are;entina to ensure that the liialvinas will be returned to the legitimate

sovereignty of Argentina.

The territorial plunder of Which the Republic of Argentina was a victim

as a result of the colonialist ambition of the past century that \ras recently

strengthenec must be corrected.

The attitUde of Venezuela and Latin America in support of the Argentine

cause is a response to the historical anti-colonial commitment made by our

peoples which, along with the peoples of Africa and Asia, have suffered
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colonial domination at first hand. That domination, based on the threat or use of

force, has systematically broken the dignity of our peoples, dismembered our

territories, senselessly exploited our men and women and pillaged our natural

resources.

The colonial problem of the Malvinas, which has been considered by this

Special Committee since 1964, is of the greatest importance to the Latin

American countries. Seventeen years have elapsed since the Special Committee

first considered this problem and it is 16 years since the General Assembly

adopted the first resolution on the Halvinas _. resolution 2065 (XX). which

Venezuela had the honour of introducing in the Fourth Committee on behalf of

15 Latin American countries, and which was adopted by a large majority of the

Members of our Organization. In that resolution the Governments of Argentina

and the United Kingdom were invited to proceed without delay with negotiations

for the purpose of finding a peaceful solution to the problem, bearing in mind

the provisions and objectives of the Charter of the United Nations and General

Assembly resolution 1514 (XV), as well as the interests of the population of

the Malvinas.

At that time the representative of Venezuela explained at length the

basis for the draft resolution. Now that we are considering the question of

the Malvinas in the Special Committee, I should like briefly to outline some

of the basic reasons that guided our thinking when we introduced that draft

resolution which were then applicable and continue to be applicable. This

is necessary in the light of the recent tragic events in the South Atlantic area

and of the unfounded statements and arguments consistently put forth in this

case of colonial occupation by the occupying colonial Power in an unacceptable

attempt to escaFe its obligation to decolonize the Territory in accordance with

the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly.

The occupying colonial Power has maintained that it is necessary for

inhabitants of the Islands who are British subjects to express their

desire about the Islands' future in accordance with the principle of self

determination. The General Assembly has established the difference between
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colonies and occupied Territories. For typical colonies, the principle of

self-determination applies; but for occupied Territories, such as in the

case of the Malvinas, the principle of territorial integrity applies. That is,

occupied Territories can be decolonized only by returning them to the State

from whose territory they were originally separated. That difference has been

clearly established in operative paragraph 6 of the historic resolution 1514 (XV),

which is aimed at preserving territorial integrity and which reads as follows:

flAny attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the

national unity and the territorial integrity of a country is

incompatible with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the

United Nations."

The United Kingdom itself has recognized the fact that self-determination is

clearly tied to the principles established in the Charter of the Organization.

The occupying colonial Power has maintained at the same time that, owing

to the fact that it has administered the Malvinas since 1833, it has sovereignty

over them. The facts as they occurred have been clearly established. The

occupying colonial Power robbed Argentina of the Malvinas and in 1833 evicted both

the population and the Ar8entine civil and military authorities, even though

they had been exercising in those territories rights that legitimately belonged

to them ever since they became an independent State and liberated themselves of the

colonial administration on the basis of the American international doctrine of

uti possidetis ,juris, whereby the new American republics could take power over

the territories that corresponded to the colonies. This doctrine had as one

of its fundamental objectives the prevention of the reappearance of colonial enclaves

in the Americas. The new States of Africa and Asia have invoked this fundamental

principle of American law. The African countries have even enshrined it in the

charter of the Organization of African Unity (OAU).
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l'llien Argentina acceded to independence, it took possession of the

Halvinas Islands in accordance with the principle of American law I have just

mentioned. It is obvious that what motivated the forced eviction

of the Argentinians from the tmlvinas Islands and their replacement by

English colonists and employees of the colonial business enterprise set up

to exploit the Islands was territorial ambition in the South Atlantic and

the Antarctic with a view to controlling passaGe between the Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans as part of the strategic design of the United ICingdom at that time

to dominate the straits and maritime routes which now, 149 years later,

it would attempt to maintain with renewed vigour. The historical title

of Argentina over the Malvinas Islands is undeniable. The United

Kincdcm's only title over the Malvin~s Islands is cased on plunder

and force.

In ensuing years various draft resolutions vTere adopted by consensus

calling on the parties to enter into negotiations in keeping with the provisions

of resolution 2065 (xx).
In 1973 resolution 3160 (XXVIII) was adopted; it approved the chapters

of the report of the Special CONmittee on the Malvinas Islands and, in

particular, the resolution '.hich had been agreed upon by the Special Committee.

In this resolution the General Assembly expressed its grave concern at the

fact that eight years had elapsed since the adoption of resolution 2065 (xx)
without any substantial progress having been made in the negotiations.

That same resolution also expressed the Assembly's gratitude for the

continuous efforts made by the Government of Argentina to facilitate the process

of decolonization and to promote the well-being of the population of the Islands.

In the following years other draft resolutions were adopted by consensus

again urging the parties to continue negotiations.

In 1976 the General Assembly adopted resolution 31/49, which recalled

the paragraphs related to this question contained in the Political Declaration

adopted by the Fifth Conference of Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned

Countries, held at Colombo from 14 to 19 Aueust 1976, which read as follows:
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"38. The Conference demanded the restoration of the sovereignty

over Guantanamo, the Panama Canal Zone and the Malvinas respectively

to Cuba, Par.olla and Argentina, which are the rightful owners of these

territories."

11119. In the special and particular case of the Malvinas,

the Conference firmly supported the just claim of the Argentine Republic

and urged the United Kingdom to actively pursue the negotiations recommended

by the United Nations for the purpose of restoring that territory to

Argentine sovereignty, thus ending that illegal situation that still

prevails in the extreme southern part of the American continent."

(A/3l/l97, annex I)

That resolution again recognized the continuous efforts by the Government of

Argentina to facilitate the process of decolonization and to promote the well-being

of the population of the Islands and requested Argentina and the United Kingdom

to expedite the negotiations, as requested in General Assembly resolutions 2065 (XX)

and 3160 (XXVIII).

From that time until the last session of the General Assembly other draft

resolutions were adopted by consensus. once again urging the parties to

negotiate.

That detailed account of the evolution of the Malvinas Islands question within

our Organization from the adoption of resolution 2065 (XX) to the previous session

of the Assembly, together with recent events in the South Atlantic designed to

reimpose colonialism in Latin America. allows us to appreciate the following:

Firstly, the General Assembly's recognition of Argentina's continuous efforts

to facilitate the process of decolonization and to promote the well-being of the

population of the Islands;

Secondly, the continued willingness of the Argentine Republic to negotiate

in good faith a satisfactory solution on the basis of resolutions 2065 (XX),

3160 (XXVIII) and 31/49; and more recently, as emerged from the great efforts of the

Secretary-General to find adequate settlements, Argentina's wish to negotiate

satisfactory solutions to protect the interests of the population of the Islands;
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Thirdly, the strong support for the Argentine Republic's right to the

restoration of the Malvinas Islands to its sovereignty recognized by the Latin

American States and the countries members of the Non-Aligned Movement, as well

as the majority of the international community through the relevant resolutions

adopted by the General Assembly;

Fourthly, the strong support for the Argentine Government with respect to

the non-applicability of the principle of self-determination in the specific case

of the Malvinas Islands, and to the applicability of the principle of territorial

integrity, which was clearly established in paragraph 6 of the Declaration

contained in resolution 1514 (XV); and

Fifthly, the United Kingdom's reluctance to negotiate in good faith the

substantive problem and its persistence in pursuing its well-known delaying tactics

in the negotiations which have allowed a great number of serious problems to remain

pending, many of which have for some time been on the agenda of our Organization

and continue to disturb relations between many countries.

These circumstances demonstrate the need for the General Assembly to ensure

historical reparation of this injustice by taking measures guaranteeing a just,

practical and definitive solution of the problem.

The United Kingdom must evince a wIllingness to find, through sincere

negotiation, a satisfactory solution putting an end to the colonial occupation of

the Malvinas Islands and restoring them to the legitimate exercise of Argentine

sovereignty. Only negotiations carried out within the framework of the United

Nations and in strict compliance with the relevant resolutions of the General Assembly

and this Special Committee can lead to a definitive solution of the dispute,

eliminating the intolerable situation created and sustained by force throughout

149 years of colonialism and more than 17 years of negotiations.

As you rightly said, Mr. Chairman, in referring to the question of the Malvinas

Islands at the organizational meeting on 29 April last, it is this Special

Committee's duty to ensure the full and speedy application to the Malvinas of the

Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples,

given the urgent need to accelerate the process of decolonization and bearing in

mind the particUlar circumstances of this Territory.
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In the light of the considerations we have set forth with regard to the

question of the Mal7inas Islands and of the situation now prevailing in the Islands,

Venezuela feels that it is fundamentally important that, in accordance with its goal

of eliminating all yet existing colonial situations, the Special Committee should

recommend to the General Assembly to continue its consideration of the question of

the Malvinas Islands at its thirty-seventh session. It is necessary for the

General Assembly to speak out by providing additional elements to speed up the work

of the Special Committee, as well as measures to promote a solution to the basic

problem, in order to avoid a new armed confrontation in the South Atlantic.

In this connexion I should like to point out that my country's Foreign Minister,

along with other Latin American Foreign Ministers. has supported the Mexican

initiative requesting the inclusion of the question of the Malvinas Islands as an

additional item on the agenda of the next session of the General Assembly.
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I should like to refer once again to the uorking paper, preT1ared by the

Secretariat and issued as document A/AC.l09/7l2 of 10 August 1982, on the

question of the Malvinas Islands. He totally reject that document. In all

the years of my association uith the \fork of this Organization I have never

seen such an unbalanced document. It calls into question the very spirit

of the llMagna Carta" of this Committee, General Assembly resolution 1514 (XV),

which guides our work.

Particularly in its political parts, this document includes a collection

of data which, frankly, worries us. A quick look at the footnotes reveals

the documents used by the Secretariat in the preparation of the political aspect

of the report. As to the economic, social and cultural aspects, we are quite

sure that the administering Power provided the relevant information. However,

of all the political documents cited, a mere two of them come from a single

party to this dispute.

Moreover, despite the lengthy debate in the Security Council regarding

all aspects of decolonization considered by our Committee, none of that is

reflected in the political section of this document prepared by the Secretariat.

I cannot provide the exact number of documents generated by the Security Council

during its month-long discussion of the Malvinas issue, but those documents

are relevant to the territorial situation and have not been included in the

present 'lorking paper. There is even a reference to press releases from the

Prime Minister of Great Britain - I do not know whether or not these are official

press releases - ,.hich actually serve to undermine the '!,Tork of this Committee.

To cite just one example, the 1fOrking paper notes that Mrs. Thatcher

"indicated that she did not intend to allmT Argentina any future voice

in the Territory and that she did 'not intend to negotiate on the

sovereignty of the islands in any way except with the people who live

there'. She also ruled out any participation by the United Nations ll
•

(~/AC.I09/712, para. 49)

I do not want to dlrell on the falsehoods contained in that document,

particularly in a document of the Committee on decolonization, so I shall not

go into any further detail. I do believe, however, that the Secretariat

should revise its Horking paper and issue a ne,r one. I also think it

advisable to recall Article 100 of the Charter Which, although it is not often

quoted, is of particular importance to those countries 1rhich have placed their

trust in the United Nations. That Article reads as follous:
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111. In the performance of their duties the Secretary-General and the

staff shall not seek or receive instructions from any government or from

any other authority external to the Organization. They shall refrain from

any action which might reflect on their position as international officials

responsible only to the Organization.

"2. Each Member of the United Nations undertakes to respect the

exclusively international character of the responsibilities of the

Secretary-General and the staff and not seek to influence them in the

discharge of thtdr responsibilities. ii

I should like to refer briefly to the statements made by the so-called

representatives, Hr. Cheek and Hr. Blake and to express our reservations about

what they said~ particularly rerrardin~ the future of the Territory. I tried)

in the historical summary I gave) to set out clearly the evolution within this

Committee of the problem of the tTalvinas Islands.

I should like also to make one cla.rification regarclinc; the statement

of the representative of the United Kingdom. He referred to the background of

one of the so-called representatives of the Malvinas Islands Hr. Cheek, but did

not refer to the backG!"ound of the other gentleman accompanying him Hr. Blake) who

is an employee of the Falkland Islands CumpmlY and, as I understand comes from

New ZealancL

Again, I express our reservations concerning the statements of those so-called

representatives. Obviously, the resolutions of the General Assembly and of this

Committee are quite clear with regard to the question of the Malvinas Islands.

In conclusion, I should like to reaffirm that Venezuela and Latin America

cannot accept the perpetuation of colonial occupation of Argentine territory; it

is an act of violence against Latin America. We cannot accept the United Kingdom's

attempts to hide behind the principle of self· determination which does not

apply in this case, in order to deprive Argentina of its legitimate rights; we

are dealing here with a colonized Territory and not a colonized population. We

cannot accept that the future of the Malvinas Islands will be built on the

basis of the long and illegal British administration of the Islands and Britain's

colonial ambitions in the South Atlantic and the Antarctic. Nor can we accept

any attempt to involve the Malvinas Islands, behind the backs of Argentina
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and Latin America as a whole, in security schemes with powerful allies aimed at

prolonging their illegal stay in the Territory.

Finally, I quote the words of my Foreign Minister at the Twentieth

Consultative Meeting of Ministers of Foreign Relations of the Organization of

American States on the situation in the Malvinas. He said that

:INo warlike action, no act of force, no imperial behaviour

can alter history, which reveals how the territorial integrity of

Argentina was mutilated - nor can geography, which places the Malvinas,

as an integral part of America; more than 14,000 kilometres from London".

The CHAlm~N: I am sure that members of the Secretariat staff will

have noted the comments of the representative of Venezuela regarding document

A/AC.l09I7l2.
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I-Jr. ICOLBY (HorvTaY): The tragic events that occurred in the South

Atlantic earlier this year constituted a matter of grave concern to all of

us. The events were brought about because Argentina, one of the parties to a

bilateral dispute that was subject to negotiations, suddenly resorted to the

use of force.

The Argentine occupation of the Falkland Islands confronted us all with

a fundamental issue with implications far beyond that conflict. The issue was:

"Shall the alteration of boundaries and the occupation of Territories by force

by accepted?:; The answ"er to this question is, in the opinion of my Government,

self-evident and was the main reason why my Government took the position it did.

\le supported Security Council resolution 502 (1982),which demanded the

immed.iate withdranal of all Argentine forces. If the Security Council's appeal

had been heeded much suffering and bitterness would have been avoided.

It is the task of our Committee to promote the implementation of the

United Nations Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries

and. Peoples. As the administering Power, the United Kingdom has an important

responsibility. We welcome the urgent and important steps that have been taken in

order to bring about a reconstruction of the islands, thereby promoting the 1rell

being of the population of the islands.

In order to achieve full implementation of the Declaration on the Granting

of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples long-term arrangements for

the Falkland Islands must be 1wrked out. Such arrangements must be in

accordance uith the Charter of the United Nations. Emphasis must be placed

upon the principle of the riGht to self-determination of all peoples. The wishes

of the population in the Falklands must, in our opinion, be a central factor

when the future of the islands is being decided.

The right to self-determination has always been a guiding principle of the

lTork of this Committee. That principle must also apply in the :9resent case.

Hr. CHIN Jung-Tsien (China) (interpretation from Chinese): Hhen the

Security Council considered the question of the Malvinas/Falkland Islands from

April to June this year, the Chinese delegation on many occasions explained

our position on this question. Therefore I am not going to repeat it here.
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I just lTant briefly to reiterate the follovTing: China respects the

position of the non-aligned countries on this question as expressed by them at

successive meetings; supports Argentina's claim for sovereignty over the

Iialvinas Islands: and hopes that the United Kingdom and Argentina will resume

negotiations as early as possible in order to seek a peaceful and reasonable

settlement of the dispute.

Hr. RAN (Fij i): lilY delegation has asked to speak on this subject

because it is concerned tha.t the dispute over the question of the Fall~land

Islands has already cUfl~inated in a bloody war in ,vhich hundreds of innocent lives

were lost. To avert any further conflict, the dispute over these islands

should 'be resolved by negotiations in "\-Thich the interests, rights and "lTishes

of all the parties directly concerned should be fully taken into account.

I.jy deleGation is "lTell avrare that the Falkland Islands have been an

important national concern of the Argentine people. By delegation also recognizes

that the sovereignty over this Territory has been disputed by Argentina for

a long and sustained period.

At the same time my deleGation is also a\Tare that since 1945 the United

Hations has accepted that the Falkland Islands are a Non-Self-Governing Territory

and that the United Kingdom is the Aillninistering Power. In this regard my

delegation notes that the United Kingdom has regularly been reviewing the

situation in the Falklands and has been fulfilling its obligations under

Article '73 of the United Nations Charter.

l'Ioreover, as a Hon-Self· Governing Territory, the Falkland Islands come

within the purvie,v of resolution 1514 (XV). The Administering POITer is therefore

also obliged to uphold, inter alia, the principles of territorial integrity and

the right of the inhabitants of the Territory to self·cletermlnation. These

principles should consistently be upheld in all colonial and Non-Self~Governing

Territories, including the Falklands. The United Kingdom, as the Administering

PovTer, should therefore not only facilitate the exercise of this inalienable right

to self-determination, but should also respect the freely expressed wishes of the

Falkland Islanders.

In conclusion, my delegation recocnizes that the question of the Falkland

Islands is one of d~~lonization, and therefore this question has to be resolved

by the Adminis~ring Pm~er in close consultation \Tith the inhabitants of the

islands.
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IIr. UAYARABI (Indonesia): iYiy Government and people have maintained

the best relations uith the United Kingdom and 'l'Tith Argentina and vTould seek

further to strengthen those relations.

As uas stated by nw delegation with regard to the question of the Malvinas

or Falkland Islands before the Security Council on 23 tiay last, my delegation

llould once aeain like to reiterate the hope that the tlTO parties to the dispute

can ~ettle their differences peacefully and not take any action lThich could

exacerbate the already difficult situation.

Therefore lTe believe that a framework should be set up for seeldng further

negotiations amon~ parties concerneu, taldng into account the resolutions,

decisions and recommendations issued by the United Nations General Assembly and

Security Council and the views of the countries in the region and of the

inhabitants of the islands, as lTel1 as the recommendation by the Ibn-AliGned

Movement.

The meetin~ rose at 12.40 p.m.


